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M issoula, Montana, January, 1899.
When the University opened in September, owing to the 
fact that only five of the la9t year’s ’Vanity football team 
had returned, and because of the apparent lack of good 
material to choose from, it looked as though it would be 
impossible to develope a team which would be a credit to the 
institution.
Nevertheless a team was organized, and before the close 
of the season a stronger team than the ’Varsity of ’97 was 
in the field, and the ’Varsity of ?98 had proved its superi­
ority over every other school or college team in the state.
The first game of the season was played in Helena, with 
the team which was known as the Helena High School 
team, but which was composed largely of outside men, 
among whom wa9 an athletic club player who had been 
coaching the team and who acted as captain in the game. 
When, besides this, we consider that four of the University 
men had never played in a game before, it is not surprising 
that the ’Varsity was beaten_by a score of 5 to 0.
The second game of the season was played in Missoula 
with the Anaconda Athletic Club team ; this team being, 
with the possible exception of Butte’s big eleven, the heaviest 
and best team in Montana. The ’Varsity lost by a score of 
0 to 38, but the game was hotly contested and did great 
credit to the home team.
On November 12, the ’Varsity defeated the first eleven of 
the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts by a 
score of 6 to 0.
On Thanksgiving the return game was played in this city, 
the State College being defeated by a score of 16 to 0.
The University eleven were now anxious to play and 
defeat the Helena High School team before closing the sea­
son, and so the management arranged for a srame with that 
team in Missoula on December 3. The Helena eleven had 
one more outside man and was to play as an athletic club 
team. In the afternoon of the third of December the game 
was started, but it was never finished. The two teams had 
been playing about fifteen minutes, the ball being on the 
’Varsity’s fifty-yard line at the time, when the umpire impos­
ed a penalty of ten yards on#the Helena team for an off-side
play. Whereupon the Helena quarter-back, declaring that 
the decision was unfair, persuaded his captain to take his 
team off the field; and what had promised to be a good 
game came to a disappointing end. The Helena team 
declared that it was because of this one decision against 
them chat they left the field, but it seems probable that the 
way in which the University eleven carried the ball from 
their own fifty-yard line over Helena’s goal line may have 
influenced their actions and have made the Helena eleven only 
too glad to find some excuse for quitting a game which they 
fully realized would result in their hopeless defeat.
At any rate we sincerely believe that there is not another 
organized loot ball team in this state that, under the same 
circumstances, would have done what the Helena team did, 
and the captain and coach of that team should feel heartily 
ashamed of the time they brought their eleven to Missoula 
and began a game which they were afraid to finish.
The students who are most interested in athletics were 
deeply disappointed when it was learned that the State Board 
of Education had adjourned without doing anything towards 
providing for an instructor in athletics at the University. 
The students had hoped—especially those who played foot­
ball thi9 season—that Mr. B. F. Searight would be elected 
to that position, so that they might have the opportunity of 
doing further work under him in the new gymnasium next 
semester, and also in order to have him for the coach of this 
year’s base-ball nine.
Mr. Searight, who is a graduate of Leland Stanford Uni­
versity, was for two seasons full-back on the ’Varsity foot­
ball team of that institution. He afterwards played the 
same position on the famous Reliance team, and later on 
came to Montana to play on the big team of the Anaconda 
Athletic Club. Mr. Searight is considered to be one of the 
best foot-ball players in the West, and the success of this 
year’s ’Varsity was largely due to his coaching, which was 
in every respect all that could be desired.
In this issue of the Kaimin appears the oration entitled 
“ Masks,” as delivered by Miss Kathryne Wilson in the H. 
N. Buckley Oratorical Contest last June. Of the four ora­
tions delivered in that contest, thi9 is the second to appear 
in this publication.
It is almost certain now that, within the next six weeks, 
there will be formed in this State an inter-collegiate orator­
ical league, in which the State College of Agriculture and 
Mechanic Arts, the State Normal School, the Wesleyan 
University, the College of Montana and the State Univer­
sity will be represented.
At each of the above named institutions oratorical socie­
ties will be formed, and each society will have a contest in 
oratory. The winners of these different contests will then 
represent their respective institutions in a final contest 
which will take place sometime in May in one of the towns 
in which the different institutions are located.
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MASKS.
S
 STAND before the masterpiece of a great artist—a 
painting of exquisite workmanship.
In a magnificent and brilliantly lighted ball-room, 
moving to the rythm of the music discoursed by a great or­
chestra, is a whirling, swaying throng, oblivious of all but the 
intoxicating pleasures of the dance, forgetful of past, re­
gardless of future, conscious only of the present. Careless, 
thoughtless revelers, whose today is a pulsing, intense real­
ity; whose tomorrow is a vague* shadowy dream. The 
scene is rendered dazzling by the varied hues of the cos­
tumes of the dancers, but the features of each merry-maker 
are concealed by a mask.
With what motive has the artist labored so long and so 
painfully to produce such a creation ? Has he merely por­
trayed the shimmering, evanescent beauty of some gay 
assemblage, or does there lie a deeper significance in the 
very carelessness and levity of it all ?
Ah I Here in this lower leftband corner of the frame is a 
card, and upon it is writen the one word—L ife- 
The world is the great ball-room within which is taking 
place the dizzy whirl of life. The mysterious and intricate 
harmonies of nature and the universe furnish the music 
whose rythm guides the steps of the dancers, and gay Terp­
sichore holds the sceptre of supreme authority.
*  *  *
*‘Alike, all ages; dames of ancient days
Have led their children through the mirthful maze;
And the gay grandsire, skilled in gestic lore,
Has frisked beneath the burden of three score.”
Slowly, calmly and benignantly among the merry-makers 
moves a majestically robed priest, whose bearing demon 
strates that he has solved to his satisfaction, the problems 
of life, and who, in accordance with his solution, is devoting 
himself to his fellow-men.
How self-sacrificing, how beyond all petty vanities of the 
world must be a life so consecrated ! How gentle, how no­
ble, how lofty in sentiment must be a character molded by 
the inspiration of such ideal principles !
But as he stands here in the foreground, we can see for 
an instant, where his mask has slipped a trifle to one side, 
a cunning, treacherous, avaricious countenance - the ex­
ponent of the inner being—the features of a hard, callous 
nature, exacting, merciless and even cruel—a remnant of 
the Dark Ages, and a reminder of the horrors of the Inqui­
sition. He desecrates the very principles which he appears 
to uphold, and is a traitor to his sacred vows.
* * *
In one of the corners of the ball-room, not participating 
in the merriment about him, but looking on complacently 
and rather indifferently, stands a tall, dignified man in the ! 
garments of an ancient philosopher His arms are folded,» 
his head thrown back, and his lips curled in an indulgent 
smile that seems to say, “Yes; ’tis best so. Mo^t men are 
vain and frivolous, but all men cannot be wise. Some must 
be foolish that tne wise may study them.”
As he stands thus, your neart goes out to him in a burst of
admiration for one who can so easily excuse the faults of 
others—one who can so charitably overlook weaknesses to 
which he is a stranger.
But as you look closer in your efforts to see deeper into 
such a nature, despite his mask, you can perceive the cyni­
cal, contemptuous smile of one embittered by his struggles 
with the world—one who believes in nothing, desires notn- 
ing, hopes for nothing. Despising with his whole heart 
himself and mankind, he has long ago given up all attempts 
to overcome the force of circumstances, and now looks on 
contemptuously while others engage in similar battles, and 
exults in their every defeat, ignores their every victory.
*  *  *
In the center of a group of ardent admirers, accepting 
their homage as only a society woman can, stands a belle of 
the season. She laughs and talks brightly with those 
around her, indulges in gay repartee with one. communi­
cates with another by an almost imperceptible raise of the 
eyebrows, flashes unsuspected secre.'s to a third, and smiles 
beguilingly upon a fourth,—the personification of grace and 
beau oy.
But while she apparently devotes herself to the worship­
pers at her shrine, her eyes wonder occasionally to a similar 
group on the opposite side of the room, where another 
woman is the goddess of another throng of devotees, who 
listen for her every intonation, who watch her every move­
ment. Once the eyes of the two women meet, and immedi­
ately bows and smiles of the utmost cordiality and friendli­
ness are exchanged.
But a close observer might detect, lurking in the eyes of 
each and not quite hidden by the assured heartiness of their 
planner, glances of envy and jealousy that stamp these two 
secret enemies.
* * *
Tripping gaily over the polished floor comes a laughing, 
jovial troubadour, with a Spanish senorita on his arm. The 
former wears his mandolin dangling from-his shoulder, aDd 
while from his lips ripple the notes of his latest balad, 
languishing glances, communicating all manner of thrilling 
thoughts, rest upon the fair maid by his side.
It is well that he wears a domino to conceal the expression
of hatred that flashes across his face, and that the senorita
does not observe the sudden impulsive movement of his
hand to his belt where handle of a dagger protrudes, when
a student dashes by with a gay little shepherdess.
* * *
Wigged and gowned in the habiliments of a judicial 
office-holder, his brows contracted in deep thought, his lips 
pressed firmly together, and his manner slow and deliberate, 
a tall and extremely dignified gentleman is this in the fore­
ground, typifying peace, authority and justice, inspiring 
admiration, respect and awe in all with whom he comes in 
contact, in whose wise and conscientious ruling rest the 
safety and continuity of the state. But in a closer scrutiny 
of his features, where his garments and manner can have 
no influence upon our judgment, do you not observe the re­
ceding chin, indicative of a lack of strong convictions, and 
weakness of will ? Do you not see that the lips, tightly
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compressed as they are, are thin and pale, and betray a 
hard, merciless disposi’ ion ? And the eyes bent so thought­
fully upon the floor are crafty and deceitful, and apt to lead 
one to almost any act whereby he may gratify the avaricious 
instincts of his nature.
Truly, it were a strange impulse that prompted this man 
to assume such garments in which to masquerade—another 
of the many mockeries carried on through a lifetime, re­
gardless of their effect upon the individual himself and 
upon the progress of mankind in general.
“ The long carousal shakes th’ Illumined hall;
Well speeds alike the banquet and the hall;
And the gay dance of bounding beauty’s train.
JUnks grace and harmony in happiest chain “
The air vibrates with the music, the chandeliers glitter 
and the merry maskers, intent only upon the gaiety of the 
present, are blissfully ignorant of the graver side of it all— 
of the. vanity, the pretense and the hypocrisy of which they 
are the victims.
But to us, to whom i9 given the power to peer beneath 
the false exterior and perceive the iniquity within, the
With such principles dominating his thoughts and actions, 
is it not possible for man to eventually reach that state of 
intellectual, moral and spiritual development that has been 
for so long the cherished dream of the idealist?
Then away with pessimism and its narrowing, degenerat­
ing influences, and hail to optimism which prophesies the 
complete annihilation of evil and the glorification of good 1* 
But what spake the optimist?—“ There is some good among 
them. Look farther.”
Dancing hither and thither in the dazzling throng, the 
gayest, happiest of them all, is a woman whose every action 
impresses one with the complete abandon and care-freeness 
of her nature, one whose thoughts are strangers to unhappi­
ness, one to whom care and suffering are empty, meaning­
less words.
Her domino covers all her face save the mouth and chin, 
and when her lips are parted in a gay, ringing laugh, a row 
of pure white teeth'flashes between them. Yet, even then, 
the droop at the corners of the mouth is not quite dispelled, 
and the eyes that shine so brightly through the holes in 
the domino have an expression of sadness and resignation
knowledge of it is horrible, and we shudder and ask our­
selves, “ Is it all hypocrisy? Is there nothing of truth in 
the world?”
The extreme pessimist answers, “ All i9 hypocrisy, vanity, 
selfishness. Nothing is true.”
The optimist.replies, “ There is some good among them' 
Look farther.”
Shall we heed the pessimist, or the optimist ? Shall we 
accept the doctrine of total depravity, or shall we believe in 
the inherent morality and spirituality of man ?
Ultra pessimism acknowledges nothing of good in man’s 
moral and spiritual nature. It teaches that any finer sensi­
b ilities are w anting; that either they have been so from 
the beginning, or have become so through the prolonged 
fostering of the lower nature from generation to genera­
tion. It disputes the possibility of his advancement to any 
higher state of development, since there is nothing in his 
nature to kindle ambition for 9uch a state.
Lack of progression means either retrogression or iner- 
tion. But does not the latter in itself, signify retrogression ? 
Is it possible for man to neither progress nor retrograde ?
Then were the human race to be guided by the principles 
of ultra-pessimism the result would be the ultimate degen 
eration of man’s intellectual, a9 well a9 his moral and spirit­
ual nature, and he would become no better than the beasts 
of the field. r
Optimism, as opposed to pessimism, holds that all that 
exists, since it is of Divine origin, must contain some ele 
ments of divinity. In every evil slumbers some good. In 
every heart rests a spark of divine life that only waits to be 
fanned into a flame, whose power is all-consuming.
Optimism assures the possibility of progression—nay, in­
spires and encourages it. It creates and nourishes within 
the heart of its every follower a love tor humanity and con­
fidence in the ultimate victory of the higher nature over the 
lower. v .
in their depths.
Perchance, could we catch a glimpse of her face behind 
the little black mask, we would see the evidences of misery 
long endured, and an expression of utter hopelessness and 
despair ; the story of a life whose bitterness was all but van­
quishing. yet whose secrets were locked within the recesses 
of her own heart, assiduously hidden from the outside 
world, that they might not creep out and add to the misery 
already there. Her’s may have been a life of self-9acrifice
and endurance, without appreciation, sympathy or love.
* * *
Chatting gaily with a group of amused and attentive 
listeners, stands one in the costume of a court fool. He 
replies brightly to the sallies of his comrades a9 they crowd 
about him, throws off lightly the jokes at his expense, and 
makes use of “ quips and cranks and wanton w iles” in ridi­
culing some foible of one of his adversaries. He dextrously 
and mercilessly uncovers the weaknesses and faults of his 
comrades, and exposes them to the raillery of the others. 
Y et his manner is 90 tactful and his purpose to innocent, 
that he excites nothing but laughter, and his jibes are 
received with good nature and merriment.
How experienced in the ways of the world, how accurate 
must be his knowledge of character to enable him go thus 
adroitly parry the thrusts of his opponents, and to return so 
artistically, feint for fe in t! Neither mere buffoonery nor 
coarse satire could accomplish such results.
As he talks all unsuspectingly, an inquisitive maiden, 
curious to know who this wise fool maybe, softly slips be­
hind and quickly lifts the mask that hides his features. In 
that instant there is revealed to those gathered around him, 
a face upon which are seams and scars received in the fierce 
battle for existence, and indications of a life spent in an 
unfavorable environment, where his higher nature was 
denied the opportunity for wider development. But the 
resolute mouth and determined chin, the flash of the eye,
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the quick, active movements, all are evidences of a nature 
high in standards and ideals, strong in purpose, fearless, 
determined, quick in delineation of character, broad in 
principles, and untiring in his devotion to those he loves.
Such is the character hidden beneath- the costume of a 
fool whose position in life is a lowly one, and whose only 
apparent usefulness is to furnish amusement for those more 
nearly fools than himself.
*  *  *
Standing under a huge chandelier, surrounded by cour_ 
tiers and ladies in waiting, is a woman costumed in the 
regalia of a queen, but unmasked. Strange we did not 
notice her before, for the group is one of the most attractive 
in the hall.
It is not the rank of the central figure, nor the brilliant 
costumes that render the group noticeable. Nor is it witty 
or learned conversation that draws about her these eager 
faces, and which impels these deciples to pay her such affec­
tionate homage. But it is th6 gentle, unassuming dignity 
of her manner, the refinement of her nature, her unselfish 
devotion to her devotees, her affectionate interest in their 
personal concerns, and the acknowledged superiority of her 
mind and character.
Her quiet but deeply-felt influence inspires them all with 
a longing for a more comprehensive spiritual development. 
To them she make9 real and tangible their highest ideals of 
womanhood and glorifies their noblest aspirations.
Then the optimist spake truly. Among that throng of 
frivolous dancers are those whose conceptions of life and 
its obligations are true, noble and lofty, In this picture of 
a throng of shallow, careless, pleasure-loving terpsicho- 
reans, there stand out prominently, characters whose earn­
estness and nobility place in the background or in subdued 
light, those others whose ve.'y inferiority creates a sharper 
contrast, and gives more distinct outline to the great one9*
“ Aye,” interrupts the pessimist, but even these parade 
under a false exterior ; even these are not what they seem.” 
Ah, crabbed, narrow, obstinate pessimist, thine own doc­
trines, hemmed in as they are by prejudice and deeply- 
rooted conviction, make it impossible for thee to appreciate 
the music of a nature finer in tone than thine. What mat­
ters it if the exterior be a faise one, if it carries beneath it 
a nature in harmony with the vibrations of the universe ?
It is left for man to raise the mask that conceals the true 
spirit behind it. It is the duty of man to search for what­
ever elements of good may exist, and when found to pro­
claim them to the whole world.
The best does not float upon the surface to be tossed about' 
by the waves, to be seized by greedy explorers or cast aside 
by indifferent sailors.
“ Errors, like straws, upon th • surface flow ;
He who would seach for pearls must dive below.*'
And so long as there live and breathe and have being, 
characters typifying the noblest virtues of manhood and 
womanhood, all that is best in nature will receive the nour­
ishment and opportunity for growth which it requires. So 
long as there shall exist in the sentiments of mankind a
love for the true and beautiful, so long as there are lofty 
aspirations, broad principles and uaswervi lg loyalty to 
them, just so long will the human race continue to mount 
one by one, the rounds of the ladder that leads to the final 
completeness of all the elements of the intellectual, moral 
and spiritual natures.
Then will the dream of the idealist be no longer a dream, 
but a glorious, eternal reality.
Kathryne Wilson.
A MEETING.
G>^?HEY met in the old Catholic church at St. Mary’s Mis- 
sion, the red man and the white. Chief Charlo, bold 
and determined, who for years had withstood all efforts 
made to remove him to the reservation, with his few faithful 
followers, occupied one side ol the church, while on the other 
sat Senator Vest and Major Maginnis surrounded by their 
men. They had assembled there to treat with Charlo. For 
the Good Father, far away in Washington,' 9eemed determined 
to compel these few Indians to leave their old home where 
their fathers had lived and fought and lay sleeping in the 
graveyard just beyond the church, or up on the mountain, 
or out on the plain, and to sell their farms and seek a new 
home in a narrow valley, and be governed by another chief. 
These were the commands of the Good Father, so his repre­
sentatives said.
The old warrior gazed attentively at th§ senator as he 
listened, and when he had done speaking, Charlo 9aid :
“ We are only a few. We are poor and weak. You would 
not have talked to us thi9 way on the plains when we were 
many and strong.”
“ We do not come here to threaten you,” 9aid the senator. 
“ We come as friends to act fairly and honestly with the 
Indians. We know you are the white man’s friend, and we 
came here to see how you and your people could be bene­
fited. Your brothers want you and your people to go upon 
the reservation and cultivate the land there.15
“ My hands and those of my people are free from the 
white man’s blood,” was the bitter reply. “ When the Nez 
Perces came here we protected the whites. Why doe9 the 
white man take his heart from us now 
Here an old Indian man, bent, gray and almost blind, 
rose to his trembling feet and stretching his withered hands 
towards the senator, said in a pleading tone :
“ I am old and nearly blind, but when the Nez Perces 
were here, I was told they were going to abuse a white 
woman, so I got my revolver, placed myse’f in front of her, 
and told them they would have to kill me before they in­
jured the white woman. My white friends will tell you this 
is true And now will they tear my heart away from the 
home of my fathers ?”
“ I know you are good Indians,” said Senator Vest, “ and 
so does the Good Father. He wishes to deal fairly with 
you, and he knows you cannot live here comfortably ; there­
fore he desires you to go to the reservation.”
“ We do not wish tor- leave these lands,” said Charlo 
firmly. “ You place your foot upon our necks and press our
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faces in the dust. I will never go on the reservation. I 
will go to the plains.”
“ Joseph, the Nez Perce chief, attempted to go to the 
plains,” answered the senator. “ Look where he is now ! 
There are no more plains. The white men are as thick as 
leaves from oceon to ocean. Either get a patent to vour 
lands here or go upon tne reservation where you cap raise 
plenty to eat.”
With one voice the Indians refused these terms. Charlo 
made a long speech reminding the senator of former treaties 
and promises, and how faithless the white man had proved 
himself to be. Finally he rose to his feet and, taking off his 
hat threw it to the floor, and looking all the while steadily 
into the senator’s eyes, he shouted :
“ You may take Charlo to the reservation, but there will 
be no breath in his nostrils ! Charlo will be dead ! He will 
never go there alive P
But, as we all know, when the white man desires a fruit­
ful valley, nestling among the mountains, no matter how 
dear it is to the heart of the Indian, nor how just his claims 
may be, it will be wrenched from the rightful owners and 
they will be crowded into narrower quarters 80 it was 
with Charlo and his people. But the stern old Indian stood 
firm until he saw his children starving and the lands of his 
people taken by the whites. Then it was that hope of jus­
tice left him, and he conceded. But there doe? not live a 
more bitter and stubborn man than old Chief Charlo.
Katie Ronan.
OUR FUTURE COUNTRY.
^ j^ H E  dying year has ushered in an event tremendous in 
importance, for its effects will influence the course of 
the nations as they forge onward to the great unknown 
goal which is the end of the aimlets progression of our civ­
ilization.
Bigoted, insolent Spain has wasted the last energies of 
her decadent power in defense of the tyranous traditions of 
her history, yet the irony of fate decreed that she should 
thus serve as an opportunity for the extension of the liberal 
ideas and free institutions of her adversary, and furnish, in 
her dismemberment, the outposts of an imperial republic. 
So have ended Spain’s long centuries of rapine and murder, 
The last vestige of her empire in the New World has de­
parted, and with it the feudal myth of king’s divine rights. 
Forgotten is her glory, ended is her shame, her sins are 
atoned in her ruin. Her end is the extension of freedom.
Martial necessity has impelled us to tread the foreign soil 
from which we cannot retreat, and the dusky natives of 
these lands are ours to mould into progressive citizens of 
enlightened democracies. The war has led us into the tur­
moils of Europe, and our country has entered the council of 
world giants, possessing the power of a genius nation, and 
upholding the rights of freemen where men’s rights are 
scorned.
These circumstances, in a few months, have enlarged our 
future, and we are on that rugged track where even circum­
spection cannot prevent the eventual collision of our policies 
with those of Europe. The sullenness, half veiled by diplo­
matic smiles, with which all save one of the powers of 
Europe received the news of our successive triumphs, show 
that Europe perceived that danger. There is a vast fleet of 
American merchant marine, yet but fallen forests and pig 
iron, which threaten the markets of Europe ; there are vast 
probabilities in American manufactories which will cause 
European governments to realize that their idle hosts of 
war and the titled crowds with sinecures and large emolu­
ments must be reduced in order that their struggling mill­
ions may meet the competition of the ingenious nation 
across the sea. Our principles forbid our coincidence with 
those arbitrary assumptions of authority in the jurisdiction 
of weaker nations which the European powers affect to so 
great an extent, and so our policy will ever be to insist on 
free commerce in these unfortunate countries, and to give 
their governments our moral support. Even now our voice 
is heard with England’s in the East demanding that Europe 
cease her selfish restrictions in China, and the combination 
will wrench open the closing door. This action may change 
the destiny of China, for it neutralizes a policy whose suc­
cess lay in the continuation of the ignorance and feeble 
government China suffers under now.
For these reasous and others whose effects are in the 
future, Europe has no love for us, and this entails a sleepless 
vigilance on our part, and a constant preparation for war in 
order to prevent their smouldering jealousy flaming into 
open hostility.
Just as the vigor of youth finds joy in conflict, so does our 
stalwart young nation gladly plunge into the strife for 
supremacy. It is a vent for the energy and daring of our 
people whose masterful self-contained character and resource­
ful country will force our nation ever toward a commanding 
place in the future. America, supreme in her might, will 
stand tomorrow where her influence shall swerve the nations 
into broader and nobler civilization, in which such condi­
tions shall prevail that humanity will find the happiness it 
so long has sought. For as America’s mission to the world 
advances, democratic institutions will cumulate with the 
succeeding years, until education and experience pave the 
way for the world republic, fur America is predestined to 
be the center of energy of a mighty torrent of virile force 
which shall erode the strata of feudal society, wash away 
the accumulated rubbish of false economics with the Me­
phistophelean politics of the present, and thus remould all 
nations into fabrics governed by the people, for the people 
and the world.
Great republics have become great empires, but great 
empires have never become great republics. This fact in 
history implies the inherent political strength of a republic 
even in decay, and implicates the necessity that the mass, 
the governing power, must be maintained intelligent and 
prosperous, so that ignorance and desperation shall not 
induce them to sacrifice their birthright of self-government. 
Our country’s proud future seems assured, and assured it is 
if wisdom continues to reign in our councils. Yet we must
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bear in mind that in the history of all the decayed giant 
nations there has been some germ of poison which has 
brought the Titan low. Grand republics have sprung into 
/world-wide renown and faded away. Empires have wrought 
history into their peans of victory and fallen, yet each dis­
aster has had its cause.
Too often in the recent years the vague mutterings of 
discontent have stirred the ranks of labor, dangerous threats 
have been uttered and sporadic violence has broken out in 
sections of our country, a *rile premonition of a possibility. 
They who study these omens of a threatening storm see in 
them the germs of a poisoned national life and a dread 
future, but the disease is known, as is the cure. The dis­
ease is a gradual deterioration in certain lines of labor. 
The cure is restricted immigration, yet the cure is heart­
less. Where once the intelligent American miner, with his 
comrades of the British Isles and Germany, were found in 
the large coal mines of our states, now are the dregs of 
southern and south-eastern Europe, and they have emigrated 
with the anarchial ideas and the vile habits of a despicable 
condition of life. In railroad construction and in the facto­
ries, year after year, the debased and lower life of foreign 
lands displaces self-respecting American workmen, simply 
because their fewer wants enable them to slave for more 
wretched pay. And the illiterate and degraded gangs which 
supplant those brawny men native to our soil cannot but 
tend to decrease the standard of our national life. These 
strangers are men, and we together are distinguished above 
all nature by immortality, we are all children of the Great 
Father. But this country is ours to mould, and we are 
responsible to our descendants and the world for the fabric 
we transmit. Our mission to the world is the elevation of 
humanity, yet in the fierce strife for existence in the pres­
ent, we are compelled to accept the law of self-preservation 
as a means to an end. The holy law of Christ is postponed 
by the moral unfitness of man to live by them. In that con­
dition of society where a man of capital can coldly look on the 
gaunt and hungry form of his workman and harshly refuse 
him a few crumbs of his prosperity; where man must fight 
with man for the arduous labor that means an existence; 
where such is the only resource from starvation, men are 
denied the impulses-of the heart, for they would starve. 
Society must progress under the best conditions for decades 
and decades of years ere it reaches that plane of intelligence 
where it is possible for men to be equal in wealth and the 
resources of the earth are utilized in such a manner that 
there is enough for all. Meantime the cruel natural laws 
which govern us forbid the admittance of the unfortunate 
and degraded denizens of less socially advanced countries 
They must return to the iron-h9,rd life they seek to leave, 
back to the never-ending grind of their remorseless present, 
back to the hopeless vista of a shortened life and darkened 
mind, back that their children and their children’s children 
may climb the heights denied to them. Unhappy martyrs 
of a social wrong I Locked in a living agony which death 
alone can loosen ; lost in the blankness of a desolated mind, 
they still possess the immortality which will recompense 
their sorrow.
Our nation is forced to subdue the yearnings of its heart 
and restrain the influx of the depraved and crime-saturated 
crowd, for while they may be benefited, eventually the 
channels of labor would be choked and drive the intelligent 
American workman to hunger, despair, desperation. Soon 
the dark doors of the Philippines will pour their uninlight? 
ened horde into the industrial avenues of America, soon will 
the dusky natives of Cuba make life harder for their deliv­
erers, and it will become essential to our healthful growth 
that the degenerate Chinese, Jappanese, and the tens of 
thousands of Europe’s cast off host who still are thronging 
into the homes of our people, be excluded until that era 
when they may enter without encroaching on the birthright 
of Americans. That time is approaching, but now every 
immigrant affects the life of our entire American family;
Popular uprisings would be terrible catastrophes in such 
a country as ours, for they would not be the blind explo­
sions of rage of past centuries, which were easily subdued 
by the cool, heartless firmness of their rulers. Latter day 
environment will have created a more intelligent mass of 
misery than the world ever saw before. The compulsory 
education, the cheap newspapers and public libraries are 
all mighty factors in determining the mode of any uprising 
in the future. Men, imprudent in their despair, yet possess 
ing the self-control and calculating restraint which knowl­
edge gives, will not blindly rush on the guns of. their oppo­
nents, nor will they proclaim to their enemies the moves 
they intend to make, but will play craft against craft, intel­
lect against intellect, and their plans will at least possess 
the fighting chances of success.
May this dark cloud of evil never shadow our land; may 
our country be preserved in the purity of its strength. so 
that the attainment of the brighter and better life of poli­
tical and therefore moral perfection, is drawn nearer, ever 
nearer so that the future shall behold America the glorious1 
production of war worn ages and eras of world-wide 
sorrows, the material existence of the living truths of gray 
ceniuries, the fulfillment of the idealized dreams of patriots 
of bv-gone nations, the glorious realization of the brother­
hood of man.
George  W e s t b y .
HYDROGRAPHY.
THE STUDY OF THE FLOW OF STREAMS.
HEKE has been established in connection with the 
University during the past summer a line of work' 
the importance of which is little realized at pres­
ent by the students of the University, but which will be' 
more appreciated as years go on. This is the work of meas­
uring the heights and discharges of the important rivers 
in the vicinity of Missoula.
This work is a part of the Division of Hydrography of 
the United States Geological Survey, and on account of this 
connection it was placed in charge of the Department of 
Chemistry and Geology of the University. It does not ap­
ply more to geological study and questions than to those
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of agriculture and engineering; in fact the work is usually 
placed in charge of a civil engineer, but in thi* case there 
being no department of civil engineering it was placed in 
the hands of the one most interested in geology.
Few, if any, of the students and citizens have failed to 
note the inestimable value of the three large rivers of this 
part of the state and their intimate relation to the agricu- 
tural and engineering industries of western Montana. And 
not a few have hoped to see the time when all of the land 
lying idle at this end of the Bitter Root valley and in the 
Missoula valley shall blossom forth as a flower garden under 
the influence of the forces and agencies that are running to 
waste past our doors the year in and out. Certainly any 
study of these important streams which will give reliable 
and accurate knowledge of their flow must be of importance 
to the student body.
Some of the questions that present themselves for accu­
rate answers, whenever any project for using this water for 
irrigation or power purposes is contemplated and planned, 
are: how much water is flowing through the stream: what is 
the variation in this amount during flood and dry seasons: 
how high does the stream ever rise, and when do the floods 
occur, etc.? These questions cannot be answered by guess­
work, nor can the “oldest inhabitant” be relied upon to 
answer correctly those pertaining to the past. The lapse of 
years often has a magnifying effect upon the impressions of 
past events, especially in regard to floods and the weather.
The United States government realizes this and during 
the last three or four years has done a vast amount of work 
in establishing stations for the accurate measurements of 
those streams, particularly in the West, that are applicable 
for irrigation work. What is still more valuable in its 
work is the information that it has prepared for use in 
the proper and scientific measurements of flowing water.
The proposition was made during the past year by those 
most interested in this work to have the United States Geo­
logical Survey establish at the University a central station 
in charge of one of the professors under whose direction meas­
urements of the Missoula, the Big Blackfoot and the Bitter 
Root rivers would be made and the proper records kept.
In July the work was established by Mr Babb, an assist­
ant hydrographer of the survey, who selected the Higgins 
avenue and Northern Pacific Railroad bridges for the sta­
tions for the measurements of the Missoula river, the Buck- 
house bridge for that of the Ritter Root, and the highway 
bridge at Bonner for that of the Big Blackfoot river. At 
each station gages are placed either as a wooden graduated 
rod or as a weight on a wire running over a pulley with an 
index to mark the height of the water on a scale. At these 
stations observers note the height of the rivers twice each 
day. These gage height readings are in feet and tenths but 
do not necessarily show the depth of the stream at that 
point since the reading is simply relative. Each week a 
report is made to the central station, which in turn reports 
to the headquarters at Washington after making a careful 
record of the readings.
The determination of the actual discharge of water
through the stream per second is made in each river by the 
resident hydrographer by means of a turbine motor with 
an electric register. By this apparatus the actual velocity 
of the current is determined both at the top and at the bot­
tom of the stream which with the average depth and 
width of the stream give data from which it is easy to com­
pute with a remarkable degree of accuracy the number of 
cubic feet of water that flows through in one second. 
This value is called second feet, and should not be con­
fused with the terra “inches,” or “miner’s inches” that is 
in common use. A miner’s inch is an indefinite value, 
which differs in different states. Its value is determined 
by a less accurate method and many lawsuits arise over 
the amount of water which is often claimed by parties 
who are really using a much larger quantity of water than 
they claim according to their rough surveys. The value of 
a miner’s inch is about one and one-half cubic feet of water 
per minute, or 0.025 second-feet. In this connection it is in­
teresting to know that the Missoula river at flood time dis­
charged 10,674 second-feet, or 426,960 miner’s inches.
The measurements of discharges are made at least once 
each month and in times when the river is changihg much 
are made oftener, sometimes every week. In all there were 
seven measurements made on each river during the season. 
The results are carefully calculated and records made, as 
well as copies being sent to Washington. From the gage 
height at the time of the measurement and the discharge 
in second feet the curve of the river is platted with gage- 
heights for ordinates and discharges for abscissas. It is by 
means of this curve that it is possible to compute the dis­
charge Of the river for any gage-height, and consequently 
possible to tell with a certain degree of accuracy the actual 
amount of water that flowed through on any day duriner the 
season from the recorded gage-height. These records are 
prepared and recorded and are accessible to those interested 
by applying to Resident Hydrographer. They are al90 
issued by the U. S. Geological Survey as a bulletin on Water 
Supply in two forms. One pamphlet form contains the tables 
of river gage heights for each day of the year, or during the 
time of open season. The other form being the rating table 
and the daily mean gage height and discharge is pub­
lished in the Annual Reports of the director of the Survey 
in the division of Hydrography. These reports are necessa­
rily over a year behind the dates of measurements, and any 
one wishing information about work done can obtain it by 
addressing F. H. Newell, Hydrographer of the U. S. Survey, 
Washington, D. C., or Prof. F. I). Smith, resident hydrog­
rapher, Missoula, Montana.
It is to be observed that a curve based on one year’s meas­
urements cannot be absolutely accurate, and consequently 
it is neeessary to continue the measurements for many suc­
ceeding years in order to obtain the most accurate- figures 
as well as to determine what is more valuable, a knowledge 
of the fluctuations of the stream and the comparative heights 
as the years go on.
For those students who intend to be occupied in the future 
with any of the many problems of irrigation or water power
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engineering1 the opportunity offered by this station to learn 
the methods of hydrographic work is one not to be neglected. 
In fact one of the potent reasons for taking the work in con­
nection with the University was to have the apparatus for 
the work at the disposal of the professors, and also to have 
the actual measurements going on from which the many 
problems can be worked up which would be impossible if it 
were required that they should be made by the students.
The hydrographer, Mr. Newell, has many times expressed 
the desire and hope that many students pursuing work at 
the University may be interested and take all of the instruc­
tion that can be given in order that they may not only learn 
to do the work, but that they may be led to study some of 
the many problems that each river presents. These prob­
lems are too many to be worked up by the government 
hydrographers who are following the work of hundreds of 
stations like this ODe. A particularly promising field is 
open here for some original work which would make an 
admirable thesis for our seniors and at the same time assist 
the hydrographic division and materially advance our 
knowledge of hydrography.
Whenever discharge measurements are made a limited 
number of students most interested in the work can accom­
pany the hydrographer and partake in the work, at which 
time all instruction possible will be given. It is hoped that 
those students interested will take up the work as soon 
as the ice leaves the streams.
Fred D. Smith.
A GLIMPSE OE BUTTONS’ COEEEE HOUSE.
v“"y HE coffee house bearing this name was one of the 
many meeting places which held sway over the 
6 P  hearts of the English gentlemen in the early part Of 
the eighteenth century. Here it was that the wits of Lon­
don spent their evenings in friendly and sparkling converse, 
seasoned at times with coffee and repartee
On this cold winter night in the year 1711, the lights from 
the jovial Buttons’ hospitable hearth gleam enticingly 
across the snow. As we open the door the sound of laughter 
greets our ears, and we welcome the genial warmth and the 
fragrance of the steaming beverages after our battle with 
the elements.
Besides the proprietor, Buttons, who compose this jolly 
company ? Among the number we recognize De Foe, so dear 
to the hearts of all boys for his work of “ Robinson Crusoe.” 
There is Dean Swift by the fireside, who is “ fhe most un­
happy man on earth.” And from the corner we hear the 
merry laugh of Dick Steele, caused by some witty remark of 
the gentle humorist. Addison. Is that Pope seated at the 
far end of the room? On looking closer we find that we 
were mistaken. How relieved we feel! For now we are 
sure of a more harmonious evening—the darts of wit will 
leave no sting behind them.
Spirits visiting this earth before their time must surely 
be as invisible as tho.se who have shuffled off their mortal 
coil; so we, who are appearing almost two hundred years 
before our time may, with all security, approach the corner
where Addison and Steele are conversing and listen with­
out fear of being detected.
Their attention is entirely given to the paper which is 
spread before them. It is a copy of the “Spectator,” the 
joint work of the two men. What sort of a paper is it?  
And why was it published? It is a periodical whose pri­
mary purpose is to teach, and which has for its secondary 
aim the idea of pleasure. For many years before its publi­
cation the morals of society were very low; the fashionable 
and middle classes prided themselves on their ignorance, 
literary taste was at its lowest ebb. To remedy this, a few 
years previous the “Tattler” had been published, instigated 
by Steele and ably assisted by Addison. This paper contin­
ued for a few years, and now the “Spectator,” mainly Ad­
dison’s work, has taken its place. The two men are endeav­
oring through its columns to heal the various classes of 
society which, but a short while ago, looked on in elleetual 
acquirements with wonder and contempt; and they use as 
their life restorer the homeopathic remedy of good sense, 
clean thoughts, and pleasing morality, hidden under an 
easy and fashionable style.
The imaginary projector of this paper is supposed to be 
a “spectator” in the aff irs of men and not one of the spe­
cies hence the name of the periodical. Some of the other 
members of the “Spectator’s” imaginary club are Sir Roger 
de Coverly, the fine old country gentleman; the retired mer­
chant, Sir Andrew Freeport; and Will Wimble, the beau 
These gentlemen are quoted in all cases where their opin­
ions are appropriate. And what work their criticisms are 
accomplishing! Did you not notice as we came along 
that at every tea-table and coffee house a copy of the 
“Spectator” was seen? Even here, while Addison and 
Steele are talking over some interesting articles for future 
editions, the jolly' Buttons can be seen closely perusing his 
copy. Let us examine the paper for ourselves and see by 
what means the change in the people is being accomplished. 
A small paper at a small price, appearing six times a week, 
containing news, advertisements, pleasant talks and essays. 
By this means the follies and abuses of the times are 
brought bef re the people in a pleasing, chatty way at 
which no offense can be taken.
For the literary lounger there are comic sketches of socie­
ty and exposures of social follies in the form of allegories 
and letters; for the novel reader, stories and character por­
traits; for the serious, essays on immortality.
As we notice the kindly, gentle humor of Addison, and 
the merry note of Steele pervading its columns, we cannot 
wonder at the success of the “Spectator.” We find that the 
loftier and graver portions are the work of Addison, while 
the majority of the light and humorous sketches are Steele’s 
share. That master stroke of character delineation, Sir 
Roger, bears distinctly the mark of Addison’s pen. His 
style is graceful, vivid, elegant and classical, and all is 
threaded by the most ami ble irony. His shafts are effec­
tive, but never hurt owing to the kindly feeling which directs 
them. What can we learn from Stetde’scontributions to the 
paper ? His writing, like our impression of himself, is easy,
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vivacious and humane, mingling- good sense and earnestness 
with merriment.
His merry laugh as he folds his paper, reminds us that we, 
too, must be leaving. Can it be possible that the evening 
has gone and we have had but a glimpse of the “ Specta­
tor” and its editors ? And shall a glimpse suffice us ? 
For as we pass homeward through the intervening years 
we hear the gruff voice of Samuel Johnson saying, “Give 
days and nights, sir, to the study of Addison if you mean 
to be a good wiiter, or, what is more worth, an honest 
man.”
Louise Hatheway.
SCIENTIFIC NOMENCLATURE.
YXzHERE has been a tendency lately to attach the names 
of collectors, professors, etc., to new finds in 
various fields of Natural History work. This ten­
dency has been strongly opposed by many, and we might 
say by the majority, of the scientific men of the day, on the 
ground that such a practice would get us into an endless 
muddle, from which we could not extricate ourselves. 
There is no rule for spelling proper names, and none for 
pronouncing them ; and many, indeed most of them, are far 
harder to remember than names from any language. Things 
being in such a chaotic state as regards nomenclature, it is 
a surprise to see the last report of the Indiana Geological 
Survey go to the wildest extreme on this line, sufficient to 
cause more than passing comment. The report on Paleon­
tology contains descriptions of some eighty new species of 
fossils, most of them new to sc:ence, there being but six of 
the number that have heretofore been described. Of the 
remainder fifty-one are given a proper name of person or 
place, there being thirteen of the latter and thirty-eight of 
the former. Altogether twenty-six proper names are used, 
one seven times, one six, one four, four three times, three 
twice, the others once. Observe names used: Elrodi, 
Greenii, (4), Blairi (6), Gorbyi (7), Cornetti, Chouteauensis 
(3), Uolletti (3), Benedicti (3), Sedaliensis (2), Sampsoni, 
Howardi (1), Brittsi (3), Lyoni, Parrishi, Kokomoensis, 
Ottervillensis, Missouriense (2), Madisonense, Hubbardi, 
Hammelli, Franklinense, Thompsoni, Indianense, Toddi, 
Dychii. Gurleyi. To suit the taste, if necessary, these may 
not be capitalized,
This is doing it with a vengeance. If every survey and 
every individual should take this for a precedent, the result 
will be chaotic Yet this is only following out the policy 
the heads of this survey have inaugurated in earlier vol-
L 1
nines. By'referring to the seventeenth report of the same 
survey we find a total of thirty-one proper names applied to 
new species, >< total of seventy-four times. Prof. Gorby, in 
this volume alone, ha?’ his name appended to thirteen differ­
ent species, Blairi is found seven times, Indianensis nine, 
Benedicti six, Elrodi two, Sampsoni four, Gurleyi three, 
Harii (Hare) three, and various counties, states and towns 
with a fair representation. In these two volumes alone, 
Gorbyi occur? no less than twenty times, Blairi thirteen, 
Colletti five. Sampsoni five, Gurleyi lour, etc.
It is pure nonsense to bave such words as Crawfordsvill- 
ensis. Sedaliense, Broadheadi, Boonevillensis,and like terms 
applied to a specimen. It would be far better t-o label as 
varieties are occasionally labeled, either with Arabic 
numerals or with the letters of the alphabet. The bugbear 
of science is its array of names, often meaningless. When 
proper names are used they are still more meaningless. 
Figures and letters are more easily written, one would think 
as easy to remember, convey as accurate and definite an 
idea of the object, are not as difficult to write, and are in 
every way better than proper names. There can be no 
excuse for using a proper name save as an honor to a well 
known worker. But anyone should be satisfied when his 
name is used a few times, though he is not necessarily to 
blame when others may use the same name an indefinite 
number of times, though his not objecting is generally taken 
as meaning that such a course is acceptable.
But this is not all. Diligent search has failed to reveal a 
single paleontological specimen as belongiag to the State of 
Indiana. The collectors have the pleasure of gathering 
them, attach their own names or have them attached, write 
descriptions, and the state foots the bill. So far as one is 
able to observe from reading these reports, no means what­
ever are taken to preserve these outside of private collec­
tions, and the hundreds of fossils described may at any time 
be carted out of the sate, sold or bartered away, and no one 
be the wiser.
Yet we complain because legislators a.'e not more liberal 
toward these scientific surveys ! Evidently there are two 
sides to the question, We cannot wonder at the astonish­
ment of our friends across the water at such proceedings. 
The wonder is that they have not long since been stopped.
In applying names to fossils it is time to call a halt, 
though not being a paleontologist myself, some may wonder 
why I should object. It is not the professional who needs 
help, It is the great body of workers who are not special­
ists, but who are daily using these reports to study finds, 
that needs protection. What is best to be done ?
M. J. Elrod.
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and he got around the ’Varsity line and had an open 
field for the ’Varsity goal, but was tackled by 
Heckler on the ten yard line. Here the ’Varsity boys with­
stood the attacks on their line and gained the ball on downs. 
The ’Varsity boys by a series of plays carried the ball up 
the field where it was exchanged several times. ’Varsity 
got fifteen yards on an off-side play and forced the ball to 
the ten yard line, when a place kick was cried but failed. 
Bozeman got the ball. Jeffries made a good gain, but on 
account of an off-side play the ball was given to the ’Var­
sity, with fifteen seconds to play. Again a place kick was 
tried and this time the ball was sent directly over the goal 
by Allard. The first half was ended and the score was 5 to 
0 in favor of the ’Varsity.
In the second half, Kennett kicked off, the ball being 
Caught by Jeffries, who was downed by Latimer. Here 
they tried a series of line bucks but lost the ball on downs. 
The ’Varsity now tried their ground gaining plays by 
Allard, Ward, Sedman and Heyfron. with a success that 
brought the ball to the fifteen yard line of the College. 
Allard, by three line bucks, carried the ball over the goal 
line and kicked the goal. ’Varsity 11; Bozeman 0.
The ball was brought out for another kick off. Heyfron 
caught it and brought it back to the forty-yard line. Sed­
man made a long run and was downed by Peat.. ’Varsity 
lost the ball on downs, but regained it because of a foul 
tackle by a College player. After a few plays, Allard punted 
and Jeffries caught the ball, where he was tackled in his 
tracks by Heckler. After several attempts to advance the 
ball they lost it on downs. After several line plays by the 
’Varsity full-back, the quarter back play was tried and 
Heckler made a touchdown, but Allard failed to kick goal.
The ball was once more kicked off and-Kennedy caught 
it and made a beautiful run of fifty yards, but the ball 
was brought back because Kennedy had run over the 
side-line. The ball was carried back and forth for the 
remainder of the game, and no great advantage was gained 
by either side.
Time was called with the bail on the ’Varsity fifty-yard 
line, and in the possession of the ’Varsity. Score, 16—0 in 
the ’Varsity’s favor.
In the second half Ebert was replaced by G. Heyfron, 
and C. Flaherty by W. Flaherty.
When Allard made his place kick he kicked the first goal 
from the field ever kicked in the state.
Owing to the most efficient coaching of Mr. Searight the 
team work of the ’Varsity was beyond question the best 
ever seen in this state in a college team.
Gilbert Heyfron, who replaced Ebert at leftend, did good 
work and promises to be a fine player.
Others who deserve special mention are, Captain Ward, 
who played half the time with a sprained knee and was 
game to the last; Allard, Sedman, Heyfron and Heckler did 
good work both in defensive and offensive playing.
The game was what it should be, in being free from all 
unnecessary roughness and wrangling.
All the officials gave the best of satisfaction.
Without doubt the game on Thanksgiving- was the most 
interesting game that has been played and all hope on 
next Thanksgiving to see both teams lined up again.
U. L.
Vacation is over, work has begun again and New Year’s 
resolutions are now in order.
Miss Helen McCracken, one of the seniors, spent the 
Xmas vacation very pleasantly at her home in Hamilton.
Mr. Fred Crain, one of the football heroes, has recov­
ered from his severe seige of pneumonia, but hardly looks 
ready for another game as yet.
Miss Bovee has returned from Glendive and resumed 
her studies. She is one of the “Varsity’s” best students, 
and all are glad to see her again.
Mr. ‘Avery, fearing that he would be unable on account 
of his other work to attend to the matters of this paper 
satisfactorily, handed in his resignation as business man­
ager of the Kaimin, which was accepted with much re­
gret. Mr. Kennett. ;he former manager, after much urging, 
has finally consented to accept the position.
Mrs. Conklin, a lady in the White Cross movement in 
America, and member of the W. C. T. U., during her stay 
in Missoula visited the University and received a hearty 
welcome. At a special convocation called in her honor, 
she delivered a short address to the students, one filled with 
helpful advice and words of encouragement.
A new barometer of one of the best makes has recently 
been purchased and has entwined its If so closely around 
Prof. Elrod’s heart that he refuses to be separated from it, 
and even insisted upon having it with him o i his last trip 
to Helena. While ther.e he incidentally compared it with 
the Helena instruments, and is more deeply infatuated with 
it than ever.
Among the names of the students lately enrolled are 
those of Miss Lenore Rennick, Missoula; Mr. Ernest Wil­
liamson, Stevensville; and Mr. William Dingwall, New 
Chicago. Miss Rennick has been teaching in Ravalli coun­
ty, but her strength was not equal to the task, and at the 
advice of her physician she gave up her school. Through 
this the University has gained another earnest and pro­
gressive student.
Mr. Sidney Ward, who as captain of the Football team, 
won much honor for himself during the past season, spent 
Xmas and New Year’s at his home above Grantsdale, de­
molished several turkeys and an unlimited number of mince 
pies, and has now returned, strengthened and in every way 
fitted for serious work. Mr. Searight accompanied Mr. 
Ward as his guest and ably assisted in the above-mentioned 
demolition of the turkeys and pies. Mr. Searight also dis­
tinguished himself as a hunter and Missoula’s far-famed 
“Coyote Bill” has now a rival worthy of his steel.
The new buildings are now nearly completed, and will 
be a pleasant surprise to those wlm have expected the 
the most. While no date has been set for their occupancy, it 
will probably occur between the first and sixteenth of Feb­
ruary. The students are looking forward to their work in the 
new labratories when for the first time since the University 
started, three and a half years ago, those attending it will
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have all the conveniences, and furthermore all the space 
which they require. Some of the professors will then find ! 
room to unpack boxes of material heretofore stored away 
under tables, on top of bookcases, shelves, or in other 
places equally inconvenient.
On the twenty-fourth of December occurred the wedding 
of Prof. Frederick Scheuch and Miss Jimmie D. Straughn, 
an event which had been looked forward to with much in­
terest. The marriage service was performed by the Rev. 
Chas. Linley, in the Church of the Holy Spirit, at half 
past ten o’clock, and was followed by a reception at the 
home of the bride’s parents on Spruce street. The church 
was beautifully decorated for the occasion with greens 
and cut flowers.
At half past ten the strains of the wedding march an­
nounced the arrival of the bridal party, which was preceded 
by little Miss Sterling and Miss Stone, carrying baskets of 
flowers. They were followed by the bride on her father’s 
arm, who was met at the altar by the groom. The Rev. 
Chas. Linley then performed the beautiful Episcopal mar­
riage ceremony. One charming feature of the ceremony 
was the singing of the wedding hymn by the choir.
After the ceremony the guests went immediately to the 
reception, where thep paid their respects to Prof, and Mrs. 
Scheucb, and wished them many happy years of married 
life. The house was handsomely decorated with flowers 
and greens, in which holly predominated. Appropriate 
music was furnished by Prof. Thurston aud pianist.
The bride is one of Missoula’s most charming daughters, 
a leader in society and a favorite with all who have the 
honor of her acquaintance. The groom, though he has 
lived but a few years in Missoula, has made himself ex­
tremely popular, both in the University and outside.
Prof, and Mrs. Scheuch have the hearty congratulations 
and best wishes of their friends for many years of unalloyed 
happiness.
Mr. W. H. Reavis, one of the students, preached at Vic­
tor New Year’s and pleased his hearers greatly. Mr. 
Reavis is doing good work here, and after finishing his 
University course hopes to attend the theological school.
Miss Amanda Lofness, ’Varsity student, who has been 
teaching for the last two years, has decided to take a course 
in the Minnesota State Normal, located an Winona. Miss 
Lofness, while she attended the University ranked as cne 
of its brightest students and will be sure to succeed wher­
ever her work may be.
The lecture delivered Friday evening, December ninth, 
by Prof. Ott of Des Moines, at the Methodist church, was 
one of the best ever heard in Missoula, and those who were 
present enjoyed every minute of the evening. The money 
remaining from the sale of tickets, after paying the ex­
penses of the lecture, was to have been expended in furnish­
ings for the literary hall in the new building, but unfortun­
ately Missoula people not realizing the value of the oppor­
tunity offered them, failed to take advantage of it and con­
sequently little money was forthcoming.
Another entertainment deserving greater patronage than 
was given it was the charity ball, given the sixteenth of 
last month by the Christian Helpers, for the benefit of the 
poor of the city. The number in attendance was hardly as 
large as might have been expected, considering the object 
for which it was given. Yet those present enjoyed them­
selves to the utmost, fully appreciating the excellent music 
and good floor. The secretary of the society reports forty 
dollars cleared.
Missoula has devoted herself to dancing this winter, one 
large party after another, but the reception and ball given 
by the Elks last Monday night surpassed them all. The 
guests were received in the Hotel Florence parlors and 
from there proceded to the ball room, where dancing was 
kept up until a very late hour. The decorations excelled 
any previously attempted; the arrangement of the lights 
was unique and highly praised; the music, the best; the re­
freshments delicious. Truly, the Elks proved themselves 
royal entertainers.
The University students are showing among their number 
several of marked dramatic ability. In “‘Caste,” the com­
edy presented under the auspices of the Ladies: Guild of the 
Episcopal church, Miss Hatheway and Miss Gronkrite took 
important p^rts and both did splendid work. Miss Cronk- 
rite added life and spirit to every scene in which she enter­
ed, and was a credit to herself and those who had instructed 
her, while Miss Hatheway’s work was ever above criticism. 
Mr. Ward and Mr. Searight also, in Mr. Barton’s “Ten 
Nights in a Bar Room,” did good work, and their reappear­
ance in the University play is awaited with interest.
•BLOW FOR BLOW.”
Practicing has commenced in earnest for the play, which 
the Athletic Association will give on the 17th of this month. 
The title of the play is ‘ Blow for Blow,” and is a drama of 
considerable merit. The scene is laid in England and in­
troduces many typical English characters. It consists of a 
prologue and three adts. The prologue, first and third acts, 
taking place in London, while the second is in the country 
house of 8ir narry Linden. Dan’l E. Bandman is staging 
the piece, and under the management of this great actor it
cannot fail to be a success. The following is the cast of 
characters:
PROLOGUE.
Josiah Craddock (a Portsmont lawyer).............Sidney Ward
John Drummond (his clerk)............................ B. F. Searight
Charley Spraggs (his secend clerk)............. Gilbert Heyfron
Lieut. Linden..................................................D. J. Heyfron, Jr.
Mr. Bolder (of Bolder & Green’s ) ...........George H. Kennett
Mr. Kenward(a bank manager)................Claude McAllister
Sergeant Brent..................................................Geo. H. Kennett
Mildred Craddock............................... Miss Louise Hatheway
Kitty Wobbler...................................Miss Caroline Cronkrite
DRAMA.
Sir Harry Linden (formerly in navy)........D. J. Heyfron, Jr.
John Drummond...................................................B. F. Searight
Charley Spragg, (on the turf)........................Gilbert Heyfron
Doctor Grace..................................................... Leslie E. Wood
Servant (to. Sir Harry).......................................... Ellis Sedman
Alice Petherick (a widow, Mildred Craddock’s twin
sister)................................................Miss Louise Hatheway
Lady Ethel Linden(SirHarry’s young wife)..Miss Lu Knowles
Miss Wobbler (a milliner)................ Miss Caroline Cronkrite
Mrs. Moulsey (a lodging hou^e keeper)................ L. Heckler
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Secretary Long has directed that the course of naval 
architecture begun at Annapolis last year be abandoned, 
and Constructor Hobson, its first director, ordered to some 
other duty.
The University of Cincinnati has again been presented 
with a gift of $60,000, this time by Mr. Asa Van Wormer, a 
retired merchant of Cincinnati. This sum is to be devoted 
to the erection of a fire-proof library building.
A new class of honorary fellowships has been created this 
year at Cornell University. Those holding the Ph. D. 
degree from any institution may obtain these fellowships, 
which carry no emolument, but allow free tuition, the use 
of the library, etc.
Dr. Ira Remsen, Head Professor of Chemistry in the John 
Hopkins University, will be the next commensement orator 
at Colby. The interest of the approaching commencement 
will center about the fine, new chemical laboratories now in 
process of completion.
Ex-Governor Drake, of Iowa, has recently given Drake 
University, in Des Moines, Iowa, $26,000, making his total 
benefactions to the University about $100,000. Of this 
amount just given, $14,000 is to complete an endowment for 
the Mary J. Drake chair, founded in memory of the donor’s 
wife..
The board of control of John Hopkins has decided to ex­
tend the usefulness of the University by offering systematic 
courses of twenty lectures each, designed especially for the 
benefit of public school teachers. Only two departments J 
enter this.wotk this year, in order that the plan may be 
tested, and if it proves satisfactory, other departments will 
offer courses with the same purpose in view.
By the will of the late David A. Wells, Harvard and Wil­
liams are each to receive a fu id, the interest of which 
should amount to $500 annually. The student to receive it 
must be a member of the senior class, and the best essay on 
an economic subject is to be the standard upon which the 
fund is awarded. This prize is as large as Harvard Univer­
sity now offers. Unlike a scholarship, it is contingent on 
merit, and no charity plea will be allowed to affect the 
awarding of the money.
The fine brownstone chapter house of the Kappa Alpha 
Fraternity on the Cornell University campus was destroyed 
by fire last week. The loss is estimated at $40,000, of which 
$10,000 was the personal property of the students, most of 
whom were away at the time. At the time of its construc­
tion it was said to be the most expensive college fraternity 
house in the United States. Fraternity men in general will 
be pleased to know that the safe in which the in valuables of 
the chapter were stored was taken from the ruins intact, 
and the contents were found to be safely preserved.
,In the Princeton catalogue for the current year the most 
notable changes are in the scientific department. Latin 
will be required hereafter in the freshman year of candi­
dates for the degree of bachelor of science. The JEneid 
will be read in the first term, and Cicero and Ovid in the 
second term. The English department has also been re­
cast, including an outline sketch of English literature, first 
principles of English composition, introduction to English 
philology, and exercises in composition in the freshman and 
sophomore years of the scientific school, and a junio/■ elec­
tive in the history of English poetry, exclusive of the 
drama. The courses in German have also been rearranged,
■ and advanced courses with field work are given in mathe­
matics, graphics and geodesy.
The following paragraph is about the vacant office of 
President of Yale : For the presidency there is no longer 
room for doubt that Judge W. H. Taft, of. Cincinnati, is in 
the lead, with Andrew D. White, former president of Cor­
nell, and present Minister t*"* Germany, a formidable oppo­
nent, and with Professor Arthur T. Hadley of the Yale fac­
ulty the choice of the undergraduate body. Judge Taft’s 
canvass was begun early and is being boomed by the 
younger, progressive element of the alumni. Dr. White’s 
friends have not fairly launched his boom yet, but before 
the election they promise to make the situation interesting 
for the Taft supporters.
A new ’varsity record for the running high jump was 
established at the University of Chicago indoor track meet. 
L. Byrne, a graduate student at the University, who was a 
member of the University of Illinois track team last season, 
accomplished the feat, clearing thebi r  five feet seven 
inches on the gymnasium floor. The jump'is one inch 
higher than the best previous record, outdoor as well as in­
door, at the University. Walter Schmahl equaled the for­
mer record, jumping second to the Illinois man at five feet 
six inches. •* Jimmy ” Henry won third place in the event 
with a jump of five feet four inches. The men jumped in 
excellent form, Byrne having the advantage. Schmahl was 
not in condition, having jumped but twice before in practice 
this season, but ne proved that he is better than he was 
last year, when his best jump was five feet five inches in the 
triangular meet on Marshall field.
The State Department at Washington has received from 
Minister Conger, at Pekin, information that Dr. William A. 
P. Martin has been appointed President of the University 
of China, recently established by imperial decree. Dr. 
Martin is a citizen of the United States, but went to China 
as a missionary about forty years ago.* In his knowledge of 
the people, their language, folklore and customs, Minister 
Cong»er says Dr. Martin is considered to have no equal. 
He was President of the Pekin University for nearly thirty 
years, and is the author of several works on China and her 
people. The doctor’s appointment, the minister adds, car­
ries with it Chinese official rank, and promotes him from 
the blue to the red button—that is, from the third to the 
second class. There was at first considerable opposition to 
his appointment, but, owing particularly to the efforts of Li 
Hung Chang, the maoter was compromised by the appoint­
ment of two presidents, Dr. Martin’s colleague being Hsu 
King Chang, now minister to Russia. The selection of the 
corps of professors, some twenty, is left entirely to Dr. 
Martin.
